
MOBILE APP
DEVELOPMENT FOR
ANDROID & IPHONE.

NOT TO MENTION 
BRANDING, WEBSITES, 

WEB APPS, VIDEOS, 
AND SOME 

OTHER FUN STUFF…

Moblox.io is a Mobile App design and development company known for the quality of its Apps. 

We believe that it's not enough to create a functional and well-designed app. It must also be 

streamlined, quick, and easy to use. 

This methodology has made Moblox the choice of not only national companies but companies 

in the United States as well. 



AUTOMÓVIL CLUB
DE CHILE

BIG achievements

The application has more than 700 questions 

created from the new Driver's Handbook, allowing 

you to study effectively and testing your 

knowledge. "Examen de Conducir" also 

incorporates a Question and Answer section. 

Top #5 in Education in AppStore

Top #10 in AppStore

More than 10,000 downloads in 10 days

"Examen de Conducir" for Automóvil Club de Chile is the only application for studying 

content from Chile's new Class B Driver's Exam and successfully passing the municipal test. 



TOC-TOC
TOC TOC is a tool that allows you to buy, sell or rent any 

house or apartment, new or used, throughout Santiago. 

Yes! Any home! Just search for the home you want and if 

it's not for sale, make an offer! Toc Toc it! 



THE DROP
theDrop is a music discovery app that sends you alerts when your favorite bands release new 

music. A completely personalized experience, theDrop populates your favorite bands and even 

recommends great new bands. All tailored to your individual tastes. 

Listen to sample tracks, 

purchase albums, share with friends, 

discover new bands and 

much more with theDrop.

NEVER MISS
A NEW RELEASE

AGAIN



SIMPLECREW
SimpleCrew is a mobile photo app for groups and teams. It's like Instagram, except instead of it 

being public like a social network, it's private for groups of people.

Companies can use SimpleCrew to manage projects in the field using photos.



URBANIA
Urbania is a huge City of Discounts that offers more promotions and greater discounts every 

day, like 2 for 1 travel assistance, payment and service alternatives such as Webpay, Servipag 

and coming soon a new fast and personalized delivery service.



TUSSTA
Purchase cocktails in 10 Seconds in associated establishments. Tussta is the first App that allows you to pay a cover charge and buy drinks using your 

smartphone. If you don't know what you want, you can browse the menu on your phone as well. We utilize the new service, OneClick from Transbank to 

safely purchase from your smartphone. This is the same innovative service used by Groupon and Copec.

Tussta utilizes the eCommerce platform 

provided by Spowit (www.spowit.com) 

INNOVATIVE
PLATFORM


